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A LUHMANNIAN PERSPECTIVE ON STRATEGY: STRATEGY 

AS PARADOX AND META-COMMUNICATION 
 
ABSTRACT	  
Niklas Luhmann’s theory of social systems is based on two revolutionary ideas: 

firstly, that the social world should be conceptualized as consisting of nothing but 

communications; and secondly, that communications are produced not by human 

beings but by the network of communications of which they are part. We discuss the 

insights that can be gained by applying this theory to the study of strategic 

management. We show that it leads to a reconceptualization of central issues 

concerning strategy process, strategy content, and strategy context. On this basis, we 

offer an outline of a framework for studying strategic management from a 

Luhmannian perspective. This new framework highlights the paradoxical nature of 

strategizing and conceptualizes strategic management as meta-communication in 

organizations.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Niklas Luhmann (1927-1988) was one of the most innovative and controversial social 

theorists of the 20th century. Originally trained as a lawyer, Luhmann started his 

career as a legal expert in public administration before a research scholarship from 

Harvard’s Graduate School for Public Administration set him off on his academic 

career. During his stay at Harvard, Luhmann met the structural-functionalist 

sociologist Talcott Parsons, who was one of the most prominent social theorists at the 

time and who had an important influence on Luhmann’s thinking. Luhmann was 

particularly fascinated by Parsons’ ambition to develop a general social theory based 

on the notion of social systems. Luhmann was also very critical of Parsons, however, 

contrary to how his views are often portrayed (Turner, 2012). In particular, he 

distanced himself from Parsons’ structural-functionalist approach, which he 

considered to be inherently conservative and therefore blind to the possibilities of 

structural change (Seidl & Mormann, 2014). Hence, while Luhmann adopted from 

Parsons the idea of studying social phenomena in terms of systems, he developed his 

own theory of social systems that deviated markedly from that of Parsons. Taking 

inspiration also from a wide range of other disciplines, including biology and 

philosophy, Luhmann propagated a fundamental reorientation in the study of our 
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social world. At the heart of his general theory of social systems (Luhmann, 1995) are 

two radical suggestions: firstly, that the social world should be conceptualized as 

consisting of nothing but communications; and secondly, that communications are 

produced not by human beings but by the network of communications of which they 

are part. These two conceptual decisions enabled Luhmann to developed many 

surprising new insights into social phenomena.	  

Over the years, Luhmann’s theoretical perspective has been successfully 

adopted in many different areas of social science, including fields such as political 

science, media studies and pedagogics. More recently it has also received increasing 

attention from scholars of organization, which is not surprising considering that some 

scholars perceive Luhmann to have been ‘[f]irst and foremost […] an organization 

theorist’ (Seidl & Mormann, 2014, p. 125). This scholarly attention has included, for 

example, studies on the organization of social work (la Cour & Højlund, 2008), 

organizational identity (Seidl, 2003, 2005), management consulting (Kieser, 2002; 

Kieser & Wellstein, 2007; Mohe & Seidl, 2011), open-source software development 

projects (Morner, 2003; Morner & von Krogh, 2009), the introduction of new salary 

schemes (Rennison, 2007), and the relation between management research and 

practice (Kieser & Leiner, 2009, 2012; Kieser & Nicolai, 2005; Nicolai, 2004; Rasche 

& Behnam, 2009; Seidl, 2009). Luhmann’s work has even found its way into research 

on management accounting. For example, Scheytt (2005) drew on Luhmann’s 

systems theory to develop a new understanding of management accounting as 

‘”organized” self-observation’ (p. 387), and Seal (2011), in turn, mobilized the theory 

in explaining the evolution of accounting systems. Rowe (2004) drew on Luhmann’s 

work in explaining how the communicative distinctions introduced in accounting 

reports shape the behaviour of team members and Llewellyn (1998) examined the 

effect of the communicative distinction between costing and caring on the internal 

dynamics of a health care organization. Van der Meer-Kooistra and Vosselman 

(2012) adopted Luhmann’s approach as the basis for a discussion of the practical 

relevance of accounting research.	  

In the area of strategy, however, Luhmann’s perspective has had a minor 

impact. There are merely a few dispersed studies examining selective aspects of 

strategy, offering only glimpses of the perspective’s potential (see, for example, 

Rasche, 2008; Seidl, 2007; and Vos, 2002, 2005). In this paper we bring these 

different works together in order to outline a Luhmannian perspective on strategy and 
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to highlight the kind of insights that can be gained from such a perspective. In 

particular, we show that it leads to an appreciation of the constructed nature of the 

competitive environment, the necessary contextual ‘emptiness’ of strategy concepts, 

the paradoxical foundation of strategic decisions, and the evolutionary nature of 

strategic change. Together these insights challenge some of the ubiquitous 

assumptions of mainstream strategy research, such as the assumption that 

organizations adapt to their strategic environment. Moreover, a Luhmannian 

perspective on strategy not only challenges the mainstream but also, and perhaps most 

importantly, some of the existing critical voices in strategy research. For instance, 

while critics like Mintzberg (1994) see strategy as an emergent process, a 

Luhmannian perspective enables us to understand how planning becomes part of 

emerging strategies, deconstructing the dichotomy between planning and emergent 

strategy. 	  

The remainder of this paper is structured into four sections. We start with an 

introduction and explanation of Luhmann’s key concepts. Next, we discuss how 

Luhmann’s theory can contribute to central topics in strategy research. On this basis, 

we offer an outline for studying strategic management from a Luhmannian 

perspective. We conclude with some methodological reflections. 

 

2. KEY CONCEPTS OF LUHMMAN’S THEORY OF SELF-PRODUCING 

SOCIAL SYSTEMS 

2.1 Organizations as self-referential systems of communication 

Luhmann developed his theory of organizations as part of his general theory of social 

systems (Seidl & Becker, 2005; Schoeneborn, 2011). According to this theory, the 

basic building block of the social world is communication (Luhmann, 1995). 

Luhmann argues that it is the concept of communication, rather than the concept of 

action that captures the very essence of sociality, since communication refers to the 

ways in which human beings relate to each other. While human beings may act in 

isolation, communication presupposes other human beings – or, as Luhmann would 

say, other consciousness systems with which one communicates. In Luhmann’s 

words: ‘[C]ommunication is a genuinely social operation (and the only genuinely 

social one). It is genuinely social in that, although it presupposes a multiplicity of 

participating consciousness systems, it cannot (for this very reason) be attributed to 

any individual consciousness.’ (Luhmann, 2012, p. 42) 
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Building on the speech theory of Karl Bühler (1934), Luhmann stressed that 

communication consists of three related aspects (Luhmann 1995, 2002a): The first of 

these aspects is that of information, which refers to the content that is being 

communicated. The second aspect is utterance, which refers to the way in which the 

information is communicated, such as the particular words or gestures used. The third 

and most crucial aspect is that of understanding, which refers to the way in which 

information and utterances are understood. Luhmann highlights the way that, contrary 

to how we tend to think of communication, it is the understanding that retrospectively 

determines the other two aspects. What matters is how the information and the 

utterance are understood, and not what a speaker might have had in mind. Von 

Foerster and Pörksen (1998 p. 100) refer to this as the ‘principle of hermeneutics’. 

Thus according to Luhmann (1995, p. 143), ‘communication is made possible, so to 

speak, from behind, contrary to the temporal course of the process.’ 

With his emphasis on the particular role of understanding in determining 

communication, Luhmann breaks with the traditional notion of communication as the 

transfer of information from a sender to a receiver. Instead, communication is 

characterized as an emergent phenomenon resulting from interaction between human 

beings. Taking this a step further, he argues that communications are only possible as 

part of a larger communication process, since it takes further communications to 

establish what understanding has been realized. For example, from the answer to a 

question one can indirectly infer how the question has been understood. In this sense, 

as Luhmann (1995, p. 143) stresses, ‘communication is possible only as a self-

referential process [of communications].’ 

To the extent that individual communications are only realized in the context of 

other communications that retrospectively establish what understanding has been 

realized, Luhmann considers communications to be the product of the communication 

process rather than a product of human beings. In this sense, he famously wrote: 

‘humans cannot communicate; not even their brains can communicate; not even their 

conscious minds can communicate. Only communications can communicate’ 

(Luhmann, 2002a, p. 169). In other words, communications produce communications 

that in turn produce further communications. 

Luhmann argues that these self-referential communication processes tend to 

close in on themselves, forming communication systems that distinguish between 

those communications that belong to them and those that do not. The simplest form of 
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a communication system is that of a face-to-face interaction system. Consider, for 

example, a strategy workshop which split up into different break-out groups. The 

individual break-out groups constitute face-to-face interaction systems. Even though 

people of other breakout groups might be present in the same room, the 

communications of the focal break-out group clearly distinguish between those 

communications that are considered part of the interaction and those that are part of 

other interactions. Only the former communications will be integrated into the 

particular communication process, while the communications of the others are either 

ignored or only communicated about. 

To the extent that only communications that are also part of the particular 

communication system participate in the self-referential production of the 

communications, Luhmann characterizes communication systems as self-reproducing 

(i.e. autopoietic) systems (Luhmann, 2005a). Highlighting the fact that the 

communications that make up a social system can only be produced by the 

communications of the very same system, Luhmann also speaks of social systems as 

operatively closed. By this he means that no operations from outside the system 

(neither external communications nor thoughts or other types of operations) can enter 

the focal communication system and take part in the production of further 

communications. 

Applying his general theory of social systems, Luhmann conceptualizes 

organizations as particular types of communication systems that are characterized by 

the use of particular types of communication, i.e. decisions (Luhmann, 2003). As he 

explains, organizations are ‘systems that consist of decisions and that produce the 

decisions of which they consist, through the decisions of which they consist.’ 

(Luhmann, 1992, p. 166, our translation) Decisions are thereby characterized as 

complex communications. As opposed to normal communications, decisions do not 

only communicate a particular selection, such as, for example, the hiring of a 

particular person, but also communicate the possibility of other alternatives, such as 

hiring another candidate or not hiring any one at all. In other words, decisions 

highlight their own contingency, i.e. the fact that one could have decided otherwise 

(Luhmann, 2005b). Luhmann points out that while this form of communication is 

particularly delicate, due to the fact that the highlighting of alternatives might invoke 

criticism, it has the advantage that if the communication is accepted, it reduces 

uncertainty for ensuing communications: ensuing communications can thus take the 
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decided alternative as a stable point of reference and do not have to reconsider all the 

uncertainties involved in reaching the earlier decision (Luhmann, 2005b). Hence, 

every decision reduces the complexity of ensuing decisions. In this way, organizations 

are able to handle extreme levels of complexity that could not be handled by other 

types of systems (Seidl & Becker, 2006). 

 

2.2 The communicative construction of the world 

Luhmann argues that organizations, like all social systems, can be understood as 

observing systems (Luhmann, 1989, 1995). However, unlike other biological systems, 

organizations do not make visual observations; instead their observations take the 

form of communications. Every communication is an observation in that it highlights 

particular things in the world, demarcating them from all other things in the world. 

For example, if we talk about competitors we first distinguish the competitors from all 

other stakeholders (and everything else that is in the world) and then focus on the 

competitors (blinding out the rest of the world). In technical terms, observation means 

drawing a distinction in the world (as, for example, between competitors and other 

stakeholders and everything else) and then indicating one side of the distinction (e.g., 

focusing on the competitors and not on the rest) (Seidl & Becker, 2006). 

Building on the work of von Foerster (1981) and Spencer Brown (1969), 

Luhmann argues that our observations are not determined by the outside world, that 

is, not by any external reality, but by the particular distinctions that we use in our 

observations. To take our example from above, the primary numbers do not form a 

group of numbers per se, but only become a group of numbers through our particular 

way of distinguishing between numbers. We construct the world through the 

distinctions that we mobilize in our observations (Luhmann, 2002b). However, as 

Luhmann points out, while we can see what the distinction allows us to see, we don’t 

see the distinction itself. Metaphorically speaking, the distinction itself is the ‘blind 

spot’ (von Foerster, 1981, p. 288) of the observation. As a consequence of not seeing 

the distinction, we are unaware of the fact that what we observe is the result of the 

distinction rather than the object of observation. In other words, we are unaware when 

observing that we construct the object of our observation through the choice of 

distinction and that by changing the distinction we would construct the world 

differently. 
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While the distinction itself is unobservable in the act of observation, a second 

observer might focus their observation on the observation of the first and thereby 

observe the distinction of the first observer. In this way they can see that the 

observation of the first observer is a result of the particular distinction he or she has 

used. However, the observation of the observation, i.e. the second-order observation, 

is itself based on a distinction that is unobservable in the act of observation. It would 

take a third observer to observe the distinctions of the second-order observer; and yet 

the same applies for that observer since his or her own observations are based yet 

again on a distinction that he or she cannot see in the act of observation. In essence 

this means that we cannot but construct our reality through the distinctions we use in 

our observations; there is no position from which to observe reality ‘as it is’ 

(Luhmann, 2002b). 

Relating this back to organizations in particular, Luhmann (2000) argues that 

organizational communication processes must be understood as processes of reality 

construction in which observations relate to other observations and lead to further 

observations. However, the fact that organizations, like all social systems, are 

operatively closed, i.e. that organizations produce their own communications rather 

than importing communications from outside, means that they construct their reality 

in an idiosyncratic way. Every organization develops its own distinctions for 

observing the world and thereby constructs its own world. To be sure, organizations 

can also reflect on, that is communicate about, their own communications and thereby 

identify the particular distinctions they use, but such reflections are themselves based 

on idiosyncratic distinctions. There is no ‘neutral’ or external position from which the 

organization could observe itself; there is no way out of the self-referential 

communication process. 

While the operative closure of the organizational communication process is 

often misunderstood to imply that organizations are closed off from their 

environments, Luhmann stresses that operative closure is the precondition for 

cognitive openness towards the environment. Drawing on von Foerster (1981), he 

argues that only systems that control their own operations, i.e. systems in which the 

operations do not just enter from outside, are able to process information about the 

world, even though the information that they process is idiosyncratically produced. 

Thus different organizations observe the world differently by using their idiosyncratic 

observational distinctions, and thereby produce different information about the world. 
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However, the fact that the information is idiosyncratic does not matter to them as long 

as it is ‘viable’, i.e. as long as it allows those organizations to act (Luhmann, 1993). 

Having presented these introductory remarks on the central concepts of 

Luhmann’s systems theory in general and on his organization theory in particular, we 

will discuss in the next section how this particular perspective can contribute to 

central debates in strategic management. We will highlight how a Luhmannian 

perspective relates to and advances our present understanding of strategy in the three 

areas traditionally used to organize strategy research (Pettigrew, 1988): strategy 

context, studying how the environment influences strategizing; strategy content, 

asking what constitutes a competitive advantage; and strategy process, focusing on 

how strategies are created, maintained, and changed over time. We use a Luhmannian 

perspective to discuss: (1) how the strategic environment impacts organizations when 

the self-referential nature of organizations is taken seriously (strategy context); (2) 

how general strategy concepts fail to determine what constitutes competitive 

advantage in organizations (strategy content); (3) how strategic decisions are deeply 

paradoxical (strategy process); and (4) how planned and emergent strategy processes 

relate to each other (strategy process).  

 

3. IMPLICATIONS OF LUHMANN’S PERSPECTIVE FOR CENTRAL 

DEBATES IN STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT 

3.1 Organizations Construct Their Own Competitive Environment (Strategy 

Context)  

One central question in strategy research relates to the relationship between 

organization and environment. Many of the well-known theoretical frameworks that 

have informed strategic management research and practice over the last decades 

assume that organizations adapt to a given strategic environment and that strategizing 

is mainly about managing this adaptation process in a successful manner (Rasche, 

2008). Williamson (1975, p. 20), for instance, who paved the way for the embedding 

of new institutional economics into strategic management, stated: ‘I assume, for 

expositional convenience, that ‘in the beginning there were markets’.’ The market is a 

given in the sense that it stands for an origin to which all actors can refer; it is ‘there’ 

regardless of whether organizations are ‘there’. Similarly, Porter (1980) perceives 

industry structure as something that exists objectively. Firms must adapt to this 

structure in order to gain competitive advantage. 
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‘Industry structure has a strong influence in determining the competitive rules 

of the game as well as the strategies potentially available to the firm. Forces 

outside the industry are significant primarily in a relative sense; since outside 

forces usually affect all firms in the industry.’ (Porter, 1980, p. 3, our 

emphasis) 

 

A similar argument could be made for many of the mainstream approaches in 

strategic management (see, for example, Ansoff, 1987, p. 24; Barney, 1991, p. 6; 

Chandler, 1962, p. 15). Such approaches to strategic management work according to 

the ‘paradigm of adaption’ (Vos, 2002), i.e. they assume that the strategic 

environment exists in an objective manner and that firms need to adapt to this one 

environment in order to achieve ‘strategic fit.’ 

The ‘paradigm of adaptation’ obscures the consequences of treating 

organizations as self-referential systems. For Luhmann, the environment does not 

exist. Due to the autopoietic nature of social systems, there is no pre-given objective 

environment that exists independently of the organization; rather, each organization 

constructs its own environment in its respective communications. If we abandon the 

‘paradigm of adaptation’, we must realize that each social system (and also each 

strategy belonging to a social system) is always already part of the reality it attempts 

to observe (Luhmann, 1995). Organizations thus cannot simply adapt to an external 

strategic environment, since this environment can never exist without the 

organization. Key categories within a firm’s strategy context need to be treated as the 

result of organizational communication processes that are part of an operatively 

closed system. Thus in regard to one of the key categories in strategic management, 

the category of the customer, Luhmann (2000: 239, our translation) argues as follows: 

 

‘The system, for instance, envisions that it has ‘customers’, even though people 

who are given this description would never describe themselves as customers of 

a specific firm (maybe with a few exceptions, such as Porsche drivers).’ 

 

Understood in this way, an organization’s description of its competitive environment 

and its key categories, such as ‘competitors’, ‘customers’ and ‘markets’, articulates 

the decision premises that ensure the continued operation of the system. The 
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competitive environment ‘as such’ cannot be known. Attention therefore shifts to the 

process of creating the environment. This does not imply that anyone denies the 

existence of a ‘real’ strategic environment (Luhmann, 2000, p. 52). Rather it shows 

that such an environment is nothing external to the organization but is always already 

part of its own operations.  

Luhmann (2000, p. 52) emphasizes the importance of Weick’s (1979) concept 

of enactment in this context. Enactment ‘captures the more active role that we 

presume organizational members play in creating their environments which then 

impose on them’ (Weick, 1979, p. 130).  Enactment captures the self-referential 

nature of the relationship between organization and environment. Organizations direct 

their attention to and isolate certain aspects of their reality (e.g., new regulations) and 

hence construct their own competitive environment, which they subsequently 

experience as a constraint. Understanding the competitive environment as an enacted 

environment helps us to understand that what is ‘outside’ in the environment is an 

internal construction of the organization. For instance, a firm’s strengths and 

weaknesses (key concepts within the well-known SWOT analysis) reveal a lot about 

the organization itself and what it directs its attention to and what it ignores. This also 

means that certain words and narratives represent internally whatever is regard as the 

competitive environment.  

 

3.2 The Necessary Emptiness of General Strategy Concepts (Strategy Content)  

One vital stream of research in strategic management tries to identify ways to achieve 

competitive advantage. Strategic management is full of general strategy concepts, 

ranging from Porter’s (1980, p. 3) ‘generic analytical techniques’ (our emphasis) to 

frameworks such as the balanced scorecard (Kaplan & Norton, 1996), industry 

analysis (Porter, 1985), blue ocean strategy (Kim & Mauborgne, 2015), and lean 

management (Womack & Jones, 1996). What all these strategy concepts have in 

common is that they are supposed to apply to all organizations in all possible 

contexts. Porter (1985, p. 7), for example, argues that his five forces framework for 

analysing industries lists ‘all the elements of industry structure that may drive 

competition in an industry.’ But how generalizable can such concepts be? Pfeffer 

(1994) points to the limits of Porter’s framework, especially when taking into account 

the fact that competitiveness is a dynamic and context-dependent concept. Pfeffer 

shows how when looking at the top performing firms in the USA between 1972 and 
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1992, which according to Porter should be based in industries with high barriers to 

entry and strong patent protection, one ends up with a list of firms that are based in 

sectors characterized by almost no barriers to entry, massive competition and high 

insolvency rates. We should not conclude from this that Porter necessarily offers a 

false analytical tool, but rather that the meaningfulness of his concept depends on how 

organizations apply it in different contexts and thus reinvent the underlying rules in a 

new social system – a reinvention that almost necessarily includes a certain degree of 

modification. Firms adopt ‘empty’ strategy concepts that are ‘filled’ with meaning 

during the process of application in a particular social system (see also Ortmann & 

Salzmann, 2002).  

Luhmann’s thinking can help us to further understand why strategy concepts 

possess such necessary emptiness. Based on Luhmann’s (1982) idea that society is 

functionally differentiated, we can argue that what we call strategic management 

stretches across at least three different societal function systems: the scientific system, 

the economic system, and the education system (Seidl, 2007). The meaning of 

‘strategy’ is processed in different ways within these three systems, generating 

fundamentally different strategy discourses between which no linear transfer of 

meaning is possible. What does it mean, then, to adopt a strategy concept? Following 

Luhmann’s logic, an organization cannot receive any direct input from another 

organization; it will always reconstruct the meaning of a newly adopted strategy 

concept according to its own internal logic. The resulting reconstruction necessarily 

differs from the original, although the underlying label (e.g., ‘Balanced Scorecard’, 

‘Five Forces’) may still be the same. The adopting organization tries to make sense of 

the new label and processes it according to its own logic. While organizations may 

share the labels attached to different strategy concepts, the strategy-concepts-in-use 

necessarily differ, since labels that originate from one system can only cause 

‘perturbations’ in another system. Some empirical studies show that the specific 

meaning attached to a strategy concept is influenced by the context in which it is 

applied. This is supported by empirical studies. Zbaracki (1998), for instance, studied 

the adoption and use of the concept of Total Quality Management (TQM) in a variety 

of organizations and showed ‘how a reasonably well-defined and established 

technical intervention […] can become an ambiguous and sometimes dubious 

intervention.’ (p. 603). Zbaracki’s study showed that managers consume a rhetoric 

about TQM which is then embedded into the specific reality of the adopting 
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organization. Similarly, Benders and van Bijsterveld (2000) found that ‘the meaning 

of lean production was shaped and reshaped on a continuous basis’ (p. 61) depending 

on the social context of adoption. While this strategy concept was adopted to 

legitimize certain actions in organizations (e.g., cost cuttings), the resulting actions 

were only loosely coupled with (or even decoupled from) the concept’s original 

content.  

A Luhmannian perspective on strategy concepts allows us to see that the value 

of a particular concept does not reside in the content of the concept itself. Rather, the 

concept’s application and contextualization, and the necessary changes to its original 

content, determine the ways in which an organization can enact its meaning. 

However, a Luhmannian perspective also shows that an organization can only adopt 

such concepts if its communications can in some way connect to the concept (and its 

label). Like all social systems, organizations are characterized by operative closure, 

meaning that its operations depend on structures that are the result of its own 

operations (Luhmann, 1995). No operations from outside can fully determine its 

operations; they can only provide ‘perturbations’. To maximize the likelihood that 

such perturbations occur, strategy concepts are usually written in rather ambiguous 

terms. They offer what Benders and van Veen (2001) call ‘interpretive flexibility’. 

While it would be possible to see such ambiguity as a shortcoming of strategy 

concepts, a Luhmannian perspective shows that the ambiguous nature of strategy 

concepts is a necessary condition for their adoption, since it increases the chances that 

a particular concept can fit into the existing communicative structures of a given 

organization.   

 

3.3 The Paradoxical Foundation of Strategic Decision-Making (Strategy Process)  

The way in which strategic decisions are made has been a key concern of scholars 

working within the domain of strategy process research (Eisenhardt & Zbaracki, 

1992; Langley et al., 1995). Much of the debate on strategic decision making has 

criticized early strategy models for their linear nature and for resting on a belief in 

rational optimization. Mintzberg (1994, pp. 290-294), for instance, argued that such a 

rational perspective separates thinking (strategy formulation) and action (strategy 

implementation). Thinking is assumed to come before action in a way similar to the 

way a specific cause determines its effect (Andrews, 1971; Bromiley & Papenhausen, 

2003). Strategy making is assumed to rely on explicit and deliberate decisions; 
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implying that the preferences which steer these decisions exist in a fully accessible 

way before the decisions are made. By contrast, Mintzberg and Waters (1985, p. 257) 

define strategy ‘as a pattern in a stream of actions.’ This only reverses the prior 

dichotomy, however, and turns it into a new one (i.e. action/thinking). According to 

Chia (1994, pp. 786-789), Mintzberg and Waters conceptualize action as existing 

without prior commitment. Hence, decisions no longer play a role, since strategies are 

assumed to be simply about the traces (i.e. actions) that organizations leave over time.  

In discussing whether the ‘primacy of thinking’ or the ‘primacy of action’ is the 

right paradigm to guide strategy process research, scholars overlook one fundamental 

characteristic of any decision: its paradoxical nature. Luhmann (2000, 2005b) is well 

aware of this underlying paradox, arguing that the impossibility of decisions is, at the 

same time, the precondition for their very existence. Luhmann (2005b, p. 86) refers to 

Heinz von Foerster (1992, p. 14), who argued that: ‘Only those questions that are in 

principle undecidable, we can decide.’ (emphasis in the original) Decisions are 

paradoxical in the sense that no decision can ever reach a final justification, as it 

always already potentializes other decisions (Luhmann, 2000, p. 142). We need to 

make ‘real’ decisions only if these decisions are impossible to justify. If justifications 

and decision parameters are available, we do not face a decision but rather a 

predetermined calculation. The condition for the possibility of a decision (i.e. its 

justification) implies at the same time its impossibility, since no full and final 

justification can be reached until the decision has been executed and contingency has 

been fixed (Luhmann, 2000, pp. 134, 222-256).  

However, contingency is hard to fix, especially when thinking of strategic 

decisions. Contingency characterizes situations in which different selections are 

possible (Luhmann, 1995, p. 106). Strategic decisions usually process a number of 

possible selections, some of which are highly ambiguous because they depend on 

uncertain and emergent developments within the firm’s environment. Strategic 

decisions, however, are not only contingent but face what Luhmann (1995, pp. 107-

114) calls double contingency. Ortmann and Salzman (2002, p. 208) characterize a 

double contingent situation as follows: 

 

‘One firm will make its action dependent upon its competitor’s action, and 

vice versa, and none of them knows or can have full knowledge about what 

the other will do – each conditions its actions on the actions and outcome of 
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the other and factors in the environment.’ 

Both sides recognize such double contingency: both know that the other knows that 

each of them could act in a different manner. The paradox of strategic decision 

making rests on such situations of double contingency – situations which do not allow 

strategic actors to fully justify an alternative prior to the actual decision being made. 

Although the contributions of game theory to strategic management have emphasized 

such double contingent situations, they have failed to acknowledge the underlying 

paradox. The game theory account by Brandenburger and Nalebuff (1995, p. 58), for 

instance, supposes that the future can be managed by ‘look[ing] forward far into the 

game and then reason[ing] backward to figure out which of today’s actions will lead 

you to where you want to end up.’  

If strategic decisions rest on a paradox and hence impossibility, how then are 

strategic decisions made? Even under conditions of double contingency, social order 

– and hence the mutual adjustment of a system’s selection patterns – must become 

possible. Paradoxes as such cannot be solved (as the paradox itself prevents access to 

any kind of solution). However, paradoxes can be displaced and their pure and 

paralyzing nature can be avoided. As Luhmann (1988b, p. 34) writes: ‘the problem is 

not to avoid paradox or tautology but to interrupt self-referential reflection so as to 

avoid pure tautologies and paradoxes.’ Luhmann has a specific perspective on the role 

of paradox, a perspective that differs from the use of paradox in organization studies. 

While organization scholars often see paradoxes as some kind of problem that needs 

to be ‘solved’ in order to meet multiple demands simultaneously (Smith & Lewis, 

2011), Luhmann emphasizes that paradoxes are constitutive for any organization and 

cannot be removed. However, organizations can conceal paradoxes and hence escape 

their paralyzing effects. Actors engage in ‘deparadoxification’, while the paradoxes 

remain in existence for the observer of an autopoietic system (Czarniawska, 2005). 

Deparadoxification interrupts self-referential reflection and hence conceals the 

decision’s paradoxical form. One way to interrupt self-referential reflection is to 

postpone the decision paradox. Managers are often able to work around the paradox 

by acting as if their justifications were somehow real. The fiction of acting-as-if-

justifications-existed temporalizes the paradox and pushes it into the future (Knudsen, 

2005; Czarniawska, 2005). Understood in this way, strategic plans, visions, and long-

term objectives are excuses for actions, allowing managers to bypass double 
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contingency and hence make the underlying paradox less visible. What is important, 

therefore, is not that these plans, visions and objectives are correctly worked out in all 

their details; it is more important that they sound plausible enough for people in the 

organization to initiate communications around them. Strategy becomes a process of 

practical coping with everyday experiences (Rasche and Chia, 2009). 

  

3.4 Strategic Change as an Evolutionary Process (Strategy Process)  

Another central debate within strategy process research concerns the nature of 

strategic change. Strategic change, defined as changes in the content and scope of a 

firm’s existing strategies (Herrmann & Nadkarni, 2014), has been conceptualized as 

an emergent process in which patterns harden over time and consistencies form new 

strategic orientations (Mintzberg & Waters, 1985). The underlying model of change 

highlights the way that strategies do not originate in plans or central visions but rather 

that there is a consistency in action over time. However, strategy scholars have also 

shown that the process of change can be assumed to be rational and linear, i.e. first a 

decision is taken to make a change and then certain performance implications follow 

(Zajac et al., 2000; Zajac & Kraatz, 2000). While the literature highlights the 

importance of cognition acting as a filter for making sense of the environment 

(Boeker, 1997), the underlying logic remains the same: firms adapt to the interpreted 

environmental stimuli and hence change their strategic orientation. A systems theory 

view transcends these two opposing views on strategic change by understanding the 

outcomes of planned changes as inputs into the continuous evolution of the system 

itself.  

From a Luhmannian perspective it is first necessary to recognize that no 

privileged position exists from which the organization and its change processes could 

be observed. In this sense it is also not possible to claim that strategizing activities can 

observe the organization in any privileged way. Luhmann’s (1995, p. 350) systems 

theory asks us to recognize that ‘[a]ll structural change, whether adaptation to the 

environment or not, is self change.’ Luhmann speaks of change in the context of 

organizations only with regard to structures, i.e. to decision premises, not with regard 

to individual decisions. Decisions are merely events, and as such have no duration; 

they simply happen and therefore cannot change. Only the decision premises have 

duration and can change.  
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Luhmann (2000, pp. 330-350) explains structural change by making reference 

to evolutionary theory (see also Seidl & Mormann, 2014, pp. 142-144). The three 

evolutionary functions of variation, selection and retention are linked to three levels 

of systems: elements (decisions), structures (decision premises), and the system itself. 

Variation occurs if decisions deviate from existing decision premises. In this sense, 

new decisions (e.g., a decision to enter a market despite political turbulence) can 

always challenge existing decision premises (e.g., markets are only entered under 

conditions of low political risk). The structures of a system change if such variations 

are positively selected by the system, i.e. if the decision premises are altered without 

making an explicit decision about the very process of alteration. Luhmann (2012) 

understands retention as a process of restabilization at level of a system. Regardless of 

whether a variation is positively or negatively selected, the complexity of the system 

increases, as either new decision premises need to be integrated (positive selection) or 

established premises need to be stabilized (negative selection).  

Luhmann’s discussion shows that strategic change cannot be controlled in a 

rational manner. The autopoietic nature of social systems implies their constant 

evolution, without much chance of deliberate planning efforts being successful. In 

order for planning to be a successful activity, one would need a tight coupling 

between decisions and decision premises (Luhmann, 2000, p. 354). However, such a 

system would be extremely sensitive to influences from the environment. If we 

assume that decisions and their premises are only loosely coupled (and hence not 

every variation results in positive selection), an evolutionary understanding of 

strategic change becomes possible. Of course, this is not to say that organizations 

should not invest time in planning, but rather that strategic plans need to be thought of 

as part of the evolution of a system (Luhmann, 2000, p. 356). We cannot judge 

strategic plans according to whether their predefined objectives are fully realized; 

rather they are ‘excuses to act’ (Weick, 1987, p. 229) in the sense that they offer new 

variations which then become part of the evolution of the system.  

 

4. OUTLINE OF A LUHMANNIAN APPROACH TO STRATEGY 

Now that we have shown how the Luhmannian perspective leads to a 

reconceptualization of some central aspects of current strategy research, we will draw 

the various insights together into a tentative outline of a Luhmannian approach to 
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strategic management. Even though Luhmann himself did not write about strategy, he 

did develop many general concepts that are applicable to the domain of strategy. 

Given that social systems are conceptualized as consisting of communication, 

and nothing but communication, strategic management has to be conceptualized as 

communication. Strategic communications must be conceptualized as decision 

processes (Luhmann, 1995) that fix how strategic communications are carried out, i.e. 

who is involved, where and when they take place, and what concepts and techniques 

are employed. Strategic communications are not just any communications, however; 

they are communications that concern various aspects of the organization in relation 

to its environment (Whittington, 1993). They are communications about the 

organization-environment distinction. Luhmann (1995) refers to communications 

related to the organization as a unity as ‘reflections’. Thus we can conceptualize 

strategic management as meta-communication, since the organization upon which 

such communications reflect is nothing but a communication process, and because the 

environment is also just a product of that communication process. 

On an abstract level, meta-communication is a form of second-order 

observation. By reflecting on the organization, the strategic communications can 

observe the communicative distinctions the organization employs in its ‘ordinary’ 

operations. Strategic communication can observe what and how the organization is 

observing: and, more importantly, it can observe the blind spots of those observations 

(Vos, 2005). For example, it might find that the organization, due to its particular 

observational distinctions, has been unaware of certain customer groups, or that the 

way it has prioritized types of customers is in conflict with the strengths of the 

organization. Strategic communication makes observational distinctions explicit in 

creating the possibility of changing them. A strategic analysis might result in a new 

description of the organization’s core competences, for example, which might serve 

as a new observational distinction guiding the organisation’s engagement with the 

environment. 

Conceptualizing strategic management as meta-communication highlights two 

important challenges for a communication system. In order to make this meta-

communication possible, the organization must be able to differentiate structurally 

between ‘ordinary’ communication processes and meta-communication processes that 

reflect upon ‘ordinary’ communication processes. This distinction between meta-

communication and ‘ordinary’ communication corresponds to what von Krogh and 
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Roos (1996) have termed strategic conversations and operational conversations. This 

differentiation is typically accomplished through the formation of temporary 

communication episodes (Hendry and Seidl, 2003). Compared to conventional 

accounts of strategic management, this perspective emphasizes that strategic 

reflection is a very demanding accomplishment. And since reflective communication 

happens as part of organizational communication (and not outside of it), the position 

from which to reflect must be actively created before reflection is possible. In other 

words, the communication process must create a boundary that separates meta-

communication from ‘ordinary’ communication. Empirically, we often find that when 

attempts at establishing and maintaining such a separation fail, ‘ordinary’ 

communication tends to inhibit and thereby undermine meta-communication (von 

Krogh & Roos, 1996). To the extent that this separation is successful, it creates the 

second challenge of reconnecting the processes in such a way that the meta-

communications can also influence the ‘ordinary’ communication processes. The 

organization must ensure connectivity between the two processes in order to render 

strategic decisions accessible to the evolutionary selection and retention process, 

whereby the system either rejects the decisions or accepts them and integrates them 

within its existing structures. Together this generates a dilemma: reflection 

presupposes a differentiation between the processes, but this differentiation impedes 

the influence of meta-communication about ‘ordinary’ communications (MacIntosh et 

al., 2010). Johnson et al. (2010) offer this as an explanation for the fact that so many 

strategic change initiatives fail to be taken up in organizations at large. All this leads 

to a range of interesting empirical questions: How is the differentiation between meta-

communication and ‘ordinary’ communication created and how is it maintained? 

What are the mechanisms of recoupling meta-communication with ‘ordinary’ 

communication? How is the dilemma between separation and re-connection to be 

handled? 

As we outlined above, second-order observation itself depends upon a 

distinction that determines the observation. Organizations will assess organizational 

communications and their underlying communicative distinctions differently, that is, 

depending on the distinction used. The observation of the organizational observations 

is itself necessarily just a construction determined by the observational distinction 

used. For example, if an organization uses its core competences as a central 

observational distinction for assessing its relation to the environment, it will observe 
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itself differently than if it used distinctions based on constructs existing in its market 

(e.g., being a cost leader). An organization has no possibility of assessing the 

organization and its environment in any objective way. This is even more the case 

given that the observational distinctions mobilized in meta-communications are 

themselves the product of the organizational communication process. After all, meta-

communications are also communications that are part of the self-reproducing 

communication process. According to Luhmann, this is even the case when 

organizations mobilize general strategy concepts adopted from ‘the outside’. The 

meaning of such concepts rests on the differences that a system makes between itself 

and its environment. Much like the system itself, the use of strategy concepts includes 

and excludes certain aspects of strategizing. Strategy concepts rest on differences 

whose meanings are not static but are themselves in flux. As Luhmann writes, 

differences ‘change their use value when we use them at different times and in 

different contexts’ (Luhmann, 1993, p. 764). The meaning of strategy concepts is not 

only bound to the specificities of a particular organization but also changes within the 

general evolutionary process of this organization. For instance, Zbaracki’s (1998: 

605) study of the adoption of TQM highlighted that “individuals who encounter TQM 

must integrate their understanding of the technical dimensions of TQM with the 

everyday realities they encounter in ongoing organisational processes.” (emphasis 

added) 

Taken together, the Luhmannian perspective leads to a very different 

understanding of strategic management in that it highlights the fundamental self-

referentiality of any strategy development. This has several important implications: 

Firstly, the organization itself is the source of any change of the organization. All 

strategies, whether aimed at changing or stabilizing the organization, must be traced 

back to the organization itself. Even what seems to be external inputs into the strategy 

process, such as general strategy tools or techniques, must be treated as the 

organization’s own products, since it is the organization that determines their meaning 

and hence their effects. Secondly, strategizing presupposes the creation of a 

communicative space for reflection within on-going organizational communications 

that enables the organization to reflect on itself as if from outside. However, this 

reflective communication is itself nothing but organizational communication. 

Accordingly, separating and reconnecting reflective communication and ‘ordinary’ 

communication is a key challenge in strategic management. Thirdly, the organization 
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has no access to its environment: it can only react and engage with its own 

construction of the environment. Any adaptations of the strategy to changes in the 

environment are ultimately adaptations to changes in the organization’s own image of 

the environment. Such a Luhmannian perspective on strategic management has 

important implications for how we approach strategy research and teaching.  

 

5. RESEARCHING AND TEACHING STRATEGY FROM A LUHMANNIAN 

PERSPECTIVE 

We have shown that the adoption of a Luhmannian perspective leads to the 

reconceptualization of central aspects of strategic management. While it is important 

to understand how to study strategy from a systems theory perspective, it is equally 

important to recognize that the very concept of research (and its assumed relevance) 

needs to be reinterpreted. Such concluding reflections are inevitable given that the 

results derived from a Luhmannian analysis of strategy-making need to be embedded 

into a corresponding understanding of the nature of strategy scholarship itself. 

One important point concerns the way we undertake empirical strategy research 

(Schoeneborn et al., 2014). Luhmann’s theory is based on the assumption that the 

external world is unknowable, meaning that all descriptions of the world are 

constructions of an observer that depend upon the particular distinctions mobilized in 

the observation (Luhmann, 1993). This applies equally to observations of the 

organizations we study as it does to ourselves as researchers when we perform our 

empirical observations. What we observe as strategy researchers depends on what 

distinctions we decide to apply in our observations. And since there is no possibility 

of generating any objective knowledge, this amounts to a call for greater reflexivity in 

undertaking strategy research and in writing about it. We should be aware of the 

contingency of the distinctions used and explicitly reflect on and communicate the 

consequences they have for our observations. This does not imply that scientific 

‘truth’ remains impossible. Any observation that makes scientific claims must not 

only prove whatever is being observed but must also prove the correctness of the 

process of observation.   

This also has implications for the way we relate theory and empirical data to 

each other (Besio & Pronzini, 2010). Much of our empirical research is driven by the 

idea of confronting theories with independently generated empirical observations that 

will allow confirmation or rejection of our theories. From a Luhmannian perspective, 
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this does not make much sense because it means we compare our theories to empirical 

observations based on distinctions other than those underlying the theories – which 

amounts to ‘comparing apples with oranges’ (Schoeneborn et al., 2014, p. 302). If we 

accept this as true, it would be preferable to use the conceptual distinctions provided 

by Luhmann’s theory for our empirical observations. In this way we can confront 

theory with empirical descriptions that the theoretical distinctions enabled us to 

generate. For example, we might analyse the empirical data according to the 

categories offered in Luhmann’s theory, resulting in theory-informed descriptions of 

the empirical data that can subsequently be used to modify or extend that theory. 

A second vital point concerns the relationship between strategic management as 

a science and strategizing in practice. Management research in general, and strategy 

research in particular, have been criticized for their lack of practical relevance. Bettis 

(1991, p. 315), for instance, noted early on that he is ‘struck by the sense that most of 

the research is irrelevant to what is going on in such firms today’ (see also 

Shrivastava, 1986). The solution to this lack of relevance is usually seen in creating 

‘bridges’ between science and practice, for instance by translating research results 

into language easily understood by practitioners (Hambrick, 1994), or by 

collaborating with practitioners and importing relevant research questions from 

practice (Rynes & McNatt, 1999). The underlying assumption of these solutions is 

that knowledge can flow from science to practice, and that relevance itself can be 

achieved if the right measures are taken. Strategy research that follows a Luhmannian 

perspective is at odds with such a view. For Luhmann (1992, 1988a), science and 

economic practice represent two different functional systems in society, each 

operating in a self-referential way according to their own codes (i.e. true/false for 

science and payment/non-payment for economic practice). Each system internally 

determines what constitutes relevant knowledge. For Luhmann (2005c, p. 374), the 

consequences are clear: ‘Science can, under these conditions, never be fully 

applicable; it can never be fully instrumentalized.’ (our translation) Although we 

realize that strategic management as a field interacts strongly with practice (e.g., 

practitioners becoming academics, and vice versa), this does not change the basic 

assumption that strategy scholars are primarily interested in communicating whatever 

they find to be ‘true’, even if only in the context of a single organization. Hardly any 

scholar would admit right from the start that the communicated research results are 

‘false’. This is not to say that truth is the only decision principle that motivates 
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research; rather, it shows that the true/false distinction structures communication in 

the scientific system.  

This does not imply that strategy research can never be practically relevant. It 

simply states that external influences on the system of practice (e.g., new knowledge 

claims) are integrated on the basis of the system’s own historically developed logic, 

and this logic processes knowledge regardless of whether it is written in a 

practitioner-friendly way or stems from collaborative research. The relevance of 

strategy research can never be judged in advance; it is produced in the context of 

application. Following this logic, it should also be difficult to fully synchronize 

strategy scholarship to whatever happens in the system of practice (see Luhmann, 

2005c, p. 378). Strategy research either lags behind or precedes what is happening in 

practice. Of course, all this does not mean that relevance itself is irrelevant. Rather, it 

shows the limits of a functionalistic view on improving the relevance of strategy 

research. Practitioners cannot hope to get ready-made recipes for strategizing, but 

they can act as if the consumed knowledge were relevant and hence start to embed 

relevant knowledge claims into their system. 

The outlined Luhmannian perspective on strategy also has implications for how 

we define the function of teaching strategy. Conventional learning theory assumes a 

transmission perspective: student and teacher are part of one system (i.e. the learning 

system), and learning is successful if knowledge about a specific subject (e.g., a 

strategy concept) is imparted. Luhmann (2002), on the other hand, emphasizes that 

the function of any kind of education is first and foremost to reduce the improbability 

of social communication by turning human beings into persons. According to 

Luhmann (1995, p. 315), a ‘person is constituted for the sake of ordering behavioral 

expectations that can be fulfilled by her and her alone. […] Being a person requires 

that one draws and binds expectations to oneself […]’ Teaching strategy implies 

educating persons to whom certain expectations are attributed (e.g., regarding their 

knowledge and behaviour). These expectations structure communication and hence 

reduce the improbability of the latter. Teaching strategy from a Luhmannian 

perspective places less emphasis on whether or not a specific strategy concept is being 

taught; it is much more about realizing that this kind of education transforms students 

into persons for themselves and for others; persons that are expected to be competent 

in structuring the meta-communications of which strategic management consists.   
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